
 

 

BC Women’s Studies Articulation Meeting  
Friday, April 24, 2009 

 
Center for Women’s and Gender Studies  

1896 East Mall 
University of British Columbia 

 
Present: Andrea Westcott (Capilano University), Lindy Munk (College of New 
Caledonia), Trish Matson (Douglas College), Patti Moore (Langara College), Marni 
Stanley (Malaspina University-College), Anne McKinnon (Okanagan College), Janet 
Mayr (Selkirk College), Lara Campbell (Simon Fraser University), Wendy Frisby 
(University of British Columbia - Vancouver) Annalee Lepp (University of Victoria) 

 
Regrets: Terri Vansteinburg (Kwantlan University), Serena Patterson (North Island 
College), Heather Harper (Northern Lights College), Leanne Boschman (Northwest 
Community College), Ilya Parkins (University of British Columbia - Okanagan), 
Jacqueline Holler (University of Northern British Columbia), Lynn Echevarria (Yukon 
College) 
 
Chair: Wendy Frisby 
Host: University of British Columbia 
 

Minutes 
 
1. Call to Order and Welcome (9:15 am) 
 
 Wendy Frisby (Chair) opened by affirming the importance of the articulation 
meetings, both to facilitate transfer students, and to offer support between institutions 
with programs in Women's and Gender Studies. Wendy noted that she is finishing a five 
year term as Chair of the Women's and Gender Studies Department at UBC. She 
reminded the attendees to submit their articulation reports electronically if possible, to aid 
in accuracy and save paper.   
 Wendy asked if there were any changes to be made to the day's agenda. A 
question was raised as to whether anyone had established a system liaison person? 
Wendy agreed to email BCCAT about this issue. 
 Wendy then brought up the last item on the agenda: the location of next year's 
articulation meeting, and the offer of Lynn Echevarria (Yukon College) to host. It was 
argued that Yukon College has to shoulder this burden nearly every year, and it is only 
fair that the other institutions share it occasionally. This issue was left, to be discussed at 
the end of the meeting. 
 
2. Meeting Minutes, April 26, 2008 (9:30 am) 
 
 Wendy thanked Simon Fraser for compiling the minutes from last year's 
articulation meeting. Lindy Munk (College of New Caledonia) drew attention to an error 
in last year's minutes. On page two, it stated that New Caledonia was a university; 



 

 

however, Lindy clarified that the College is not recognized as a university, but as a 
comprehensive college with a university program. This change was noted, and the 
minutes were approved. 
 
3. Articulation Reports (9:45 am) 
 
 a. Andrea Westcott (Capilano University)   
 
 There were no changes in faculty last year, but Capilano will be losing some long-
term members of the WMST department next year (one being Noga Gayle).  There are a 
few colleagues in other departments who have expressed an interest in teaching WMST, 
and this may help to develop a more comprehensive program.  However, there is no one 
currently available to teach WMST History, which Andrea views as a serious weakness 
in the program.  This year Capilano ran only four WMST courses: Intro to Women's 
Studies (100), Women in Anthropology (122) and Women and Psychology (110).  
Women and Health (124) is being offered this summer, and usually has very high 
enrolment.  Women's Fiction (104), Andrea's own course, was cut in the fall due to low 
registration and was not replaced.  Next year, the department will again offer only four 
courses, despite the fact that they previously offered six.  The change in status from 
college to university has not yet translated into any more offerings or upper level courses 
in the Arts and Sciences area, since there has been no corresponding funding increase.  At 
the same time, the University Transfer program in general is suffering in comparison to 
the business and career programs being offered.  Despite the economic climate, it is 
"business as usual" for the Women's Studies department, which has always had to 
struggle for recognition and funding. 
 Andrea commented that WMST hosted several excellent events this year. Robert 
Fox from Oxfam Canada gave the Hon. Thomas A. Dohm QC lecture in November, 
which was very well received.  There were three events in honour of International 
Women's Day: a lecture by Sonja Sharma from Family Food Practices at UBC, a 
screening of "Bevel Up: Drugs, Users and Outreach Nursing," and a reading by 
writer/performer Ivan Coyote.  Of the three events, Coyote's had the highest attendance, 
and attracted a large number from off-campus.  
 

b. Lindy Munk (College of New Caledonia) 
 

Lindy noted that enrolment in WMST was down this year.  It was suggested that 
this was due to an imposed scheduling system that positioned many WMST courses at 
awkward times, such as early evening, when many women and men with children would 
have particular difficulty attending.  Similarly, the administration has been unwilling to 
advertise the Women's Studies and Gender Relations Diploma program, and pamphlets 
regarding this program are not being handed out at the various centres across the College. 
A new WMST course has been developed by Jan Mastromatteo, entitled Intro to Sexual 
Diversity and Human Rights.  This course will be added to the requirements of the 
WMST program next year, should it be approved by the CNC Education Council.  
Similarly, the department is looking to join with others in lobbying for initiatives 
promoting women in the trades and industrial technology programs, given that the 



 

 

College administration is attempting to begin to bring back various technology programs 
that were previously cancelled.  Finally, the New Caledonia faculty association is 
currently involved in a mediation conducted by the BC Human Rights Tribunal over the 
college’s request to designate seventy employee positions as Aboriginal positions, open 
only to persons of aboriginal status. The college is also proposing that the persons hired 
into these positions would not be governed by collective agreements, and seniority rights 
would not apply.  Lindy believes that this application, if it is successful, would have a 
detrimental impact on WMST and related courses, in addition to being vastly divisive. 

 
Discussion: It was asked if these new 'Aboriginal Positions' would be temporary 

contracts?  Lindy replied that this was not yet clear.  It was then asked if New Caledonia 
was planning on offering more training for women in trades?  Lindy answered that that is 
her hope.  Janet Mayr (Selkirk College) stated that Selkirk previously ran a course which 
focused on women in trade and technology.  If New Caledonia wanted to offer a similar 
course, or work in conjunction with another college, the option was there. 

 
 c. Trish Matson (Douglas College) 
 
 Trish began by acknowledging that Douglas College recently lost the Dean of 
Language, Literature and Performing Arts, who was responsible for coordinating 
Women's Studies.  Beyond that, there were no changes to report.  Douglas still has three 
sections of introductory Women's Studies courses, which regularly fill.  Trish had some 
issues to raise surrounding transfer students, and passed around a handout to clarify.  In 
particular, WMST 1100 was being considered general credit at other institutions, rather 
than a specific WMST class.  Students always have to inquire to the Department Head 
whether WMST 1100 will count as a specific class, and they should not have to do that.  
Trish asked if 1100 could be matched with an equivalent course within the systems' of 
other universities, so that students would not have to go through this process.  
Apparently, this request has to officially come from Douglas College.  Comments were 
made that 1100 could be the equivalent of WMST 104 at the University of Victoria, 
WMST 219 at University of British Columbia, and WMST 102 at Simon Fraser. 
 Trish also expressed that Douglas College teaches many courses that are not in 
the WMST department, but have relevant content: ex) Philosophy and Feminist Thought.  
Trish was concerned that other universities would not recognize these as WMST-related 
when faced with transferring students.  She will get a coordinator at Douglas to look into 
this issue.   
 
 Discussion: Wendy Frisby (UBC) and Annalee Lepp (U of Vic) stated that they 
are usually quite generous when meeting with transfer students, and will regularly give 
students credit for courses they have taken, even if those courses are not an exact match 
with courses at their particular institution.  Wendy stated that WMST is such an 
interdisciplinary program that it is constructive if Douglas has programs the University of 
British Columbia does not.  It was also expressed that the high school course Social 
Justice 12 is introducing many young people to gender issues, and could lead to increased 
enrolment in introductory WMST courses at the post-secondary level. 

 



 

 

 d. Patti Moore (Langara College) 
 
 Langara has a new president, replacing a very WMST-friendly previous president.  
While the year before last saw a decline in enrolment, last year's enrolment was up.  In 
the fall, Langara offered four sections of two introductory WMST courses, as well as a 
course on Women and Health, and Women and Sexuality.   All of these had high 
enrolments, particularly the health course which brings in many nursing students who 
would not always feel comfortable taking a general WMST class.  Often these nursing 
students will go on to take other WMST classes after completing this one; this makes 
teaching introductory course difficult because one sees a mix of experienced WMST 
scholars and beginner ones.  In the spring, Langara offers another four introductory 
courses, as well as Women in Popular Culture, Women of the Global South, and Women 
and Social Change - all of which see solid enrolment.  The spring lecture series was 
relatively well attended, and featured topics ranging from women in government, to the 
globalization of Bollywood, to "Whale Rider" and Aboriginal women's leadership.  No 
courses are offered during the summer. 
 There are issues being raised surrounding the rooms that WMST classes are 
assigned, and the poor layout/location of these rooms.  If enrolment decreases, Patti 
expects to lose some of the WMST classes, but for now, excellent professors continue 
bringing students in.  She awaits the new year, to see how the department will fare with 
Langara's new president. 
  

e. Marni Stanley (Malaspina University-College) 
 
This year, Malaspina has a new name and a new administration.  They are still 

offering a WMST major and minor, even though there have been many budget cuts, and 
departing faculty are not being replaced.  Most WMST students opt for the minor.   
Malaspina's WMST department offers one 1st year course, and three 2nd year courses.  
Most of these are cross-listed with other departments, such as English, History, 
Psychology, Anthropology and Phys. Ed, which offers a particularly interesting class on 
Women in Sport.  Women and Health is also a very popular course, which regularly sees 
high enrolment, and introduces many nursing students to the field of Women's and 
Gender Studies. 

Marni is frustrated at the intrusion of Canada Customs into gender-related 
materials being sent across the border to her place of work.  Queer research materials in 
particular are being targeted, regardless of the explicitness of their content.  Marni was 
also frustrated at the rumour that a course advisor was apparently advising students 
against taking WMST courses, though this will be looked into further. 

 
f. Anne McKinnon (Okanagan College) 
 
Okanagan College offers WMST courses at all four of its campuses, though the 

same courses are not always offered.  The Kelowna campus offers the most WMST 
classes, since these classes are required for many diplomas.  This, of course, helps with 
enrolment numbers, as does the Environmental Studies Diploma (in which an 
ecofeminism course is required.) Feeding off Social Justice 12, Okanagan College is 



 

 

creating a Community Studies Applied Degree, as well as an Environmental Applied 
Degree, for which WMST is developing a Race, Nature and Difference course.  The 
different departments are very cooperative, and most WMST classes are at 95% capacity.   

The majority of WMST courses are cross-listed with departments such as 
Economics, Political Science, and English.  There are not too many Social Science 
classes cross-listing with WMST, but there is one coming up in Sociology.  In the future, 
Anne wants to have a WMST History course, as well as a course cross-listed with 
Philosophy.  The problem with cross-listing this much is that the department does not get 
a new hire, since it is seen as too efficient.  However, there might be room in the budget 
for a new WMST hire in the coming year.  Okanagan has a great Dean, and Anne is 
trying to strengthen WMST before he retires, in case future Deans are less supportive.  
This next year, Anne is moving into Interdisciplinary Studies, and will bring WMST with 
her.  The department will be housed with First Nations Studies, and Anne hopes to 
strengthen the connections between the two departments.   

The ecofeminism course surpassed expectation, and Kelowna was able to bring in 
Vandana Shiva.  Due to the huge interest in this event, WMST students were given two 
hectares of land to turn into a community farm.  Several UBC graduate students are going 
to help the students setting this up, and members of 'Sustainable SFU' have also been in 
contact.  This initiative is building excellent ties in the community, and earning WMST 
students a lot of positive media attention. 

 
Discussion: Regarding the potential new hire, the question was raised whether 

this hire would be a cross-appointment.  Anne replied that it would depend on the 
available budget.  It was then asked whether the Okanagan is growing demographically?  
Anne answered that it was not.  A determining factor is the lack of institutions in the 
valley to send students for an applied degree.  Okanagan College does not offer 300 or 
400-level courses, so students have to leave to continue their education. 

 
g. Janet Mayr (Selkirk College) 

 
 Janet stated that the status quo has essentially been maintained in Selkirk's 
WMST department. There has been increasing demand for second-year WMST courses, 
but despite this, Selkirk still offers only two introductory courses.  Enrolment has been 
good over the past year, and has actually increased from the previous year.  WMST 
courses have now been scheduled at more convenient times, so this will hopefully 
increase enrolment in the coming year.  This year, for the first time since Janet began 
teaching at Selkirk, there was not one male student enrolled in a WMST course. 
 This year, Selkirk's WMST students, in conjunction with Status of Women 
Committee, were involved in a number of notable events.  In September, the students 
helped organize a “Take Back the Night” march.  There was also a ceremony for the 
December 6th “Day of Remembrance", and celebrations for “International Women’s Day” 
on March 8th, all of which were fairly well-attended.  At the College level, Selkirk has 
adequately dealt with the deficit issues reported at last year's Articulation Meeting. There 
have been no layoffs or cuts to programs, but Selkirk has lost some courses that exhibited 
low enrolment. 

 



 

 

h. Lara Campbell (Simon Fraser University) 
 

Lara has recently replaced Helen Leung as the new Undergraduate Chair.  She 
began by acknowledging SFU's financial crisis, which was only exacerbated by 
governmental budget cuts and the declining economy.  As a result of this, SFU is in a 
hiring freeze with no foreseeable end.  The administration is encouraging the retirement 
of faculty members, but have not had a sufficient number to balance the budget.  The 
WMST Department has not been given a tenure-track hire since 2003 and will likely not 
receive one for several more years.  One full-time faculty member (Marilyn MacDonalds) 
is retiring in August 2009, and will not be replaced.  Smaller programs, such as Canadian 
Studies, have been cut throughout SFU.  All departments have been informed that their 
survival is based on enrolment numbers first and foremost, followed by uniqueness and 
research excellence. The number of students taking WMST courses has remained stable 
over the last seven years, with some slight increases overall. However, the number of 
WMST majors and minors has declined. 

To meet the challenge of this environment, the WMST department is taking the 
following actions: 
i) undergraduate curriculum review and reform (open up more courses by lowering or 
dropping pre-reqs) 
ii) developing, advertising and teaching large lecture style courses 
iii) re-organizing the relationship between the WMST program and the Gender Studies 
minor (the intellectual and administrative split between the two programs is no longer 
sustainable.  While there is general agreement, the actual direction of such a program and 
the name of the program is a matter of debate.) 
ii) re-articulation of the program, its vision and goals, and its accessibility (a program 
with several ‘entry points’, including open first, second and third year classes that are 
available to all university students, as well as a small number of classes with pre-reqs, 
largely for majors and minors, which allow greater critical analysis) 
 These changes will take place over the next few years, due to lack of available 
staff.  Almost all tenure track faculty members are on leave, leaving only one to run the 
department.  Due largely to this fact, Simon Fraser has suspended the WMST graduate 
program for the next year.  They recently underwent their seven year external review, and 
await its results. 

 
Discussion: It was asked whether pre-reqs such as writing standards or quantity 

requirements would also be dropped from most of SFU's courses?  Lara replied that these 
will remain in place, though support for them is waning.  

 
i. Wendy Frisby (University of British Columbia – Vancouver) 
 
Wendy acknowledged that WMST will be moving to its new space in the Social 

Work Building this summer.  This year the hiring freeze was lifted, and there were 34 
hires in the Faculty of Arts.  The WMST department hired Deena Rhyms, who will be 
jointly appointed in English. She is a young academic whose researches focuses on First 
Nations prison writing, and everyone is very excited for her contribution to the program.  
WMST remains very closely tied to Critical Studies in Sexuality, which offers two 



 

 

courses and regularly sees very high enrolment.  This year CSIS received a large 
anonymous donation, and this will enable them to potentially widen their scope, and offer 
more courses.  Wendy hopes that the two departments might share a cross-appointed 
faculty member in the future.  

There have been some curriculum changes this year, as the Dean has focused on 
higher enrolment, and rewarding those programs who achieve this.  To maintain or 
increase enrolment levels, WMST has changed several 400-level courses to 300-level 
courses; it is Wendy's hope that more students will feel comfortable taking 300-level 
WMST courses, even if they do not have a background in the discipline.  The 
requirements for a WMST major have also changed.  Initially, UBC offered a 6 credit 
100-level class, but this has now been split into two 3 credit courses: WMST 101: 
Gender, Sex, Power and Knowledge and WMST 102: Feminist Issues Local to Global.  
The rational behind this split is that students might feel more inclined to try out a new 
discipline in a smaller course, rather than a year long one.  Additionally, WMST 480, a 
practicum course, has become required for majors.  The linking of theory to practice is 
one of the learning outcomes of the WMST program, so this course was considered 
indispensable.  Finally, UBC has reduced the required credits for a WMST major from 15 
to 12.    

 
j. Jacqueline Holler (University of Northern British Columbia) 
 
Jacqueline was not in attendance, but sent her articulation report electronically. 

The Women’s and Gender Studies Programs at the University of Northern British 
Columbia offer the BA (Women’s Studies) and MA (Gender Studies) degrees. At the 
undergraduate level, the Women’s Studies program offers a minor and major in Women’s 
Studies, and four joint majors (with English, First Nations Studies, History, and Political 
Science). The program currently enrols approximately 10 majors, of whom about 9 are 
joint majors, and a larger number of minors. The number of majors, which had risen until 
last year, is declining, largely as a result of poor course selection and ongoing concerns 
about the program’s long-term prospects.  At the graduate level, the Gender Studies 
program offers the MA degree with or without thesis. There are two tenured/tenure-track 
joint appointments in Women’s Studies, and no reason to foresee an increase any time 
soon.  Both of these faculty members will be on sabbatical in the next two years, which 
will increase the pressure on adjunct and sessional faculty, upon which the program relies 
for some of its teaching and much of its graduate committee service.  
 UNBC is not suffering any crises comparable to 2007’s budget cuts and short-
lived suspension of admissions to our major.  Current challenges include offering a 
reasonably diverse program with a restricted number of faculty and ensuring that there 
are adequate resources for the increasing number of graduate students.  Summer course 
scheduling allows the program to offer new courses on a cost-recovery basis, and will 
continue to be an important component of program planning. 
 

j. Annalee Lepp  (University of Victoria) 
 
The structure of UVic's program has remained the same, with the clustering of 

courses at the third-year level and the existence of topic courses at the second- and third-



 

 

year levels to facilitate the transfer of credits.  Several new courses are being taught by 
Heather Tapley, surrounding the topics of queer theory, queer literature, and the body.  
Enrolment was up significantly this year; Annalee does not know if this is a trend or just 
an anomaly.  This increase may be due to the fact that many WMST classes are 
recommended electives for other degrees, such as the new Social Justice minor.  The 
number of WMST majors and minors have increased, and honours students remain 
constant at 2 - 3 annually.  For this reason, WS 499: Honours Graduating Essay Seminar 
is no longer offered as a seminar; instead, students work directly with their supervisors. 

The student-run Equity and Outreach Committee was very active this year, and 
has organized a mentoring program for First Year students at the university.  The 
department went through an external review and are waiting for a report pending their 
MA program.  The department also organized several well-attended events, such as the 
always popular "Applying and Surviving Graduate School" workshop.  In addition to 
this, there was a film screening, in which WMST students were able to view films that 
they had made.  There was one particular sessional instructor who allowed students to 
make short films instead of writing essays; these films were meant to answer/explore 
questions such as "What is feminist theory?" "What is Women's Studies?" or "What is 
queer theory?"  Unfortunately, this instructor has left, but they will try to continue the 
film-making projects, and have annual screenings of the films.   

 
Discussion: It was asked how much support and technical knowledge there was 

for students who wished to make films?  Annalee replied that there is a film-making 
workshop organized for the students, who make their films with iMovie.  She believes 
that this project, while in its early stages, was a success, but can become overwhelming.  
Students want to make films in every class, and that is not always appropriate or 
practical. 

 
4. Other Business (12:00 pm) 
 
 The Chair asked if the attendees would like to break for lunch, as scheduled, or 
continue on to the final business, before breaking for the day.  It was agreed to postpone 
lunch, and finish the meeting. 
 
 a. Lynn Echevarria's invitation to host at Yukon College in 2010 
 
 Lynn, though not in attendance, had emailed to offer Yukon College as the host 
institution of next year's articulation meeting.   
 Annalee (UVic) said that the deciding factor for her is the cost of travel and 
wondered if next year was the best year for such a costly journey given the economic 
turndown.  Many universities and colleges are suspending classes during the Olympics, 
which would delay the end of the spring semester, and thus delay the articulation 
meeting.  In terms of finances, Andrea (Capilano) argued that the institutions represented 
have the obligation to pay the cost of travel, no matter how great it is.  For those in the 
mainland, their academic institutions have had less of a financial burden for years, and 
should be expected to increase their payments occasionally.  Anne (Okanagan College) 
stated that it is fairly costly for many people to travel to the mainland each year, where 



 

 

the meetings are usually held.  Marni (Malaspina University-College) was concerned 
about the time it would take to travel to the Yukon, costs aside.  Some discussion was 
devoted to when this meeting should be held, and it was agreed that it would be most 
convenient in the first week of May. 
 Wendy (UBC - Vancouver) asked if the members wished to make a decision now, 
or send out an email to ascertain the other institutions' opinions.  It was agreed upon to 
make a decision now, and a vote was taken.  Wendy abstained from voting, since this is 
her last year as department chair.   
 
 In favour of meeting at Yukon College, 2010 - 8 
 Opposed - 0 
 Abstentions - 2 
 
 It was agreed that Yukon College will be the location of next year's articulation 
meeting.  Annalee volunteered UVic as a backup, in case too many institutions are 
resistant to the cost.  Marni stated that Malaspina could also host if both Yukon College 
and UVic fell through.  Wendy will email Lynn Echevarria, and suggest she set a date for 
the first Friday in May.  If there are any changes, Lynn will be the go-to person, since she 
is next year's potential chair.  Wendy asked if all the attendees could speak with their 
Dean's well in advance, to better ascertain the number of representatives that will be able 
to attend.  If Yukon does not work, and UVic must host, then the meeting will be 
scheduled for the same day. 
 
 b. New Potential Institutions 
 
 The topic was raised regarding new institutions with Women's or Gender Studies 
programs, that should potentially be contacted about the articulation meetings.  Trinity 
Western has apparently established a gender studies program, and their BCCAT person 
should be contacted.  The University of the Fraser Valley, in Abbotsford, may also be 
teaching WMST courses, and it would be helpful to get in touch with them. 
 
5.  Adjourn (12:30 pm) 
 
6.  Follow Up 
 
 Following the meeting, Wendy (UBC) announced via email that Yukon College 
would play host in 2010, with May 7th being the preferred meeting date.  She also quoted 
Finola Finlay from BCCAT, stating that "respective schools must provide support for 
attendance to articulation meetings once per year and that they are given money to do 
this" (BCWSA Minutes, 2008, p. 7). Wendy also announced the end of her term as Chair 
at UBC, and provided the contact information for her replacement, Becki Ross. 
 Lynn (Yukon College) emailed to reply that May 7th worked very well for her, 
and provided some hotel and pricing information.  Trish (Douglas College) emailed to 
state that her Dean did not sound very positive about next year's articulation, given the 
cost of travel.  Raili McIvor from BCCAT emailed to ask if anyone was getting similar 
responses, and whether it might be best to hold the meeting at Yukon another year, when 



 

 

economic concerns were not weighing so heavily on administration.  In response, Andrea 
(Capilano University) emailed with her Dean's comments for next year's meeting.  The 
Dean stated that Andrea should submit the application for funding a few weeks in 
advance with the cost details, and that the university has a fund to cover reasonable 
articulation expenses, but they need to be pre-approved.  Andrea was fairly positive about 
this response.  Similarly, Jacqueline (UNBC) emailed that she always has to travel a 
significant distance for the articulation meetings, and has had similar conversations with 
her Dean.  She was hopeful the other institutions would be able to find the funding. 
 As it stands, Yukon College is still the host of next year's articulation meeting, 
which will take place on May 7th, 2010. 
 
Minutes taken by Andrea Carlson (Graduate student, University of British Columbia) 

 


